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my project at the second Hackathon - maaskanten ====== clyfe
Let's stop calling it "the second Hackathon". Maybe "The Next 12
months" instead? Anyway, if you need the help of a good couple of
programmers, I'd be willing to help. Email me, leo [at] leo.tech.
~~~ maaskanten thank you for your offer. I think the idea was to
have a good time and find out if this is what we love to do (the
hackathon thing). we will keep that in mind, but for now it's a great
way to build a bigger community and we can start building our
bigger product. Feel free to get in touch and we will tell you more
about the content of our project. ~~~ clyfe Well, I have a strong
feeling that that's part of what we love to do. Cheers! ------ lurin
This was exactly my thoughts when I read your article about five
months ago. (I'm part of the team and we are doing something
similar.) You did well to present and keep it casual, but if there is
anything you could do better it would be if you used a simpler
image in the top left. Maybe a simple circle with a line of words
inside it. The current image is a bit too intimidating. ------ stamptsu
Nice presentation. Why did you choose Clojure? What were the
reasons behind this? ~~~ maaskanten We have a lot of experience
with Clojure but have always had trouble getting it to work on iOS
in case we ever need to release our iOS app. Once we got it to work
with Swift we saw that the 6d1f23a050
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